We give an alternative proof of a theorem of A. 
In the construction of L^-spaces ( [2] , [6] ) 3 a generalized version of this theorem for not necessarily unitary u and not necessarily faithful weight <j> plays an important role and is obtained from this theorem, see Appendix of [2] (see also [4] ).
The construction of Z/^-spaces in [2] and [6] is carried out directly on the relevant von Neumann algebra (in contrast to the construction of the same Z^-spaces using the crossed product of the relevant von Neumann algebra by the modular automorphism group [5] ) except for the above theorem, for which the original proof by A. Connes utilizes the tensor product of the relevant von Neumann algebra with a type I factor, a procedure closely related to the crossed product by modular action through Takesaki duality [8] . This has been a motivation for looking for the present alternative proof.
Throughout the paper, we use the standard notion of the TomitaTakesaki theory (for example, see [7] ) and relative modular operators (for example, see [1] ).
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Proof of the Theorem
We prove the theorem in several steps. We introduce a ^-weakly continuous one parameter group of isometric linear transformations {<Xt}ttER and automorphisms {/3J f(EB as follows: .2), a t (x)a t (y}* =Pt(xy*) and hence the elements of N^Nf are entire alalytic with respect to the automorphism group {Abe* and N^>N^Q is /3-invariant due to the a-invariance of ^) .
Lemma 2. 3. ( 1 )
The mapping z^C\ -> ^(z)f w analytic for ( 2 )
Hence we obtain the analyticity of the mapping z \ -> /!(#)<?, , we obtain 2#$ 0 =) T 172 . Since both sides are self -adjoint, we obtain J^0=T 1/2 and hence we obtain «, = T%-'< -4 V£' -(Zty : lty>) f . Q.. E. D.
